Acornsoft's
LINKWORD
language courses are
quick, easy and fun!

Whole range of topics

Acomsoft's LINKWORD language
courses overcome many of the
problems associated with learning
vocabulary in a limited time. You'll
Now you can teach yourself a
be amazed at how quickly you can
foreign language in the comfort of
pick up a vocabulary of around 350
words and some of the basic
your own home. With Acomsoft's
LINKWORD language courses,
grammar without hours of
grasping the basics isn' t a chore. So homework, simply by reading what
be prepared for that last minute
is on the screen and working with
business trip, that much loved
your microcomputer. You'll cover a
annual holiday or simply impress
whole range of topics from
your friends at school
restaurants, food, numbers and
business to travelling, emergencies,
the car and the beach. With this
vocabulary you'll soon be able to
make yourself understood in a
variety of situations. And what' s
more you don't need a flair for
languages to use the LINKWORD
courses!

F or anyone and everyone
Anyone and everyone can use
Acomsoft's LINKWORD language
courses- from the dynamic
business executive and the busy
mum to the enthusiastic and
adventurous youngster.

Planned learning
You can choose from four different
language courses -French, German,
Spanish and Italian Each
comprises a program cassette, a
comprehensive instruction booklet
complete with glossary, and an
Optimus Graphtc Design, Cambridge

Unconventional and
imaginative
Specially deve loped by
psycho logist, Dr Michael M
Gru nebe rg, the courses are uniqu e
in using a number of established
pri nciples of memory to make
language lea rning quicker, easier
and more enjoya ble than by
conventional methods. Emphasis is
placed on the association of words
with vi sual images.
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Here is an example:
You are told:
The German for WAITER is OBER.
You arc as ked to:
Imagine a waiter carrying a plate of
AUBERgines.

audio cassette to help you with
pronunciation As you use the
programs you will follow a planned
learning sequence, which co ntinually deve lops your knowledge.

Easy-to-use fo r mat
The programs are very easy to use.
You are prompted throughou t on
what to do next, given advice about
different points of grammar and
(
hints on how to remember genders
for example, advised as to when
you should listen to the audi o
cassette and, of course, you can go
at your own pace.

Acomsoft's LINKWORD language
courses- a radical and imaginative
new a pproach to foreign language
lea rning.
T he LINKWORD programs are
ava ilab le on cassette for the British
Broadcasting Corporation
Microcomputer Model B. Disc
versions will follow shortly.

Acornsoft Limited, 4a Market Hill,
Cambridge CB2 3NJ, Engla nd
Telephone (0223) 316039
All software is sold subject to the condition that
hiring, lending, unauthorised copying, or resale is
strictly prohibited Every effort is made to ensure
that the information on this poster is correct. but we
reserve the right to make alterations to the system
at any time. No responsibility is accepted for errors

